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The Observer
The Observer exit poll
shows what delegates
favor in candidates
Crystal Kang
Molly Collins
Elmhurst Lake Park

Cortney Charleston, last year’s Y&G Secretary of State, was
elected 2008 Youth Governor. Charleston was announced
Youth Governor at the annual Friday night banquet.

Heritage Neuqua
Valley’s Cortney
Charleston elected
2008 youth governor
Jared Hayward
Springfield Williamsville

The tension in the room
was tangible as the final verdict
for Governor hung in the air. As
the name Cortney Charleston
was read, the room exploded in
applause and shouting.
Before Charleston knew
the election results, he was
asked what his goals were.
He replied, “I hope to meet
with as many people as possible,
but I know it’s extremely difficult
with the Governor’s tight schedule.”
He went on to say, “I’m
not tied to a particular piece of
legislation, but my main goal is
to make people confident that

the system is indeed working.”
Charleston realizes that
“the system” is not a perfect
one. “Last time I checked Utopia
was a book, not a reality,” said
Charleston.
Gubernatorial
candidate
Jonathan Vasdeskas made a
controversial comment during
his speech regarding the notes
Charleston had made in his bill
book in regards to which bills he
might veto.
“I was making notes about
bills, because as Governor, I
believe it is a crucial role to be
knowledgeable about all the
bills,” said Charleston.
See comments on page 5
from the other victorious
candidates.

Democracy relies on the
people to determine who the
leaders of tomorrow will be.
The results do not always exhibit the rationale behind the
voters’ choices.
The 59th Illinois YMCA
Youth and Government Assembly let their votes be their
voice in the polling places
yesterday afternoon.
Although
everyone
heard the results announced
at the banquet last night,
there is no official reason indicating how each candidate
earned their position.
Was it the speech? The
high school they go to? Or
maybe the flashy campaigning techniques?
An exit poll of 70 delegates was taken, giving a
brief glimpse into how candidates truly earn votes.
It appears that the
speeches were considered
the most convincing aspect of
a Governor candidate 34% of
the time with other reasons
coming into play 26% of the
time. These reasons included
past experience with the candidate or his/her personality.
The speech was equally
important for deciding the
Lieutenant Governor position,
convincing 39% of yesterday’s voters.
When reporters asked

whether they felt the candidate was qualified for the position, Y&G members almost
unanimously believed their
governor and chief justice
selections were right for the
job.
In the case of lieutenant governor, however, the
vote was less convincing,
with only 79% believing they
voted for the most prepared
candidate, compared to 91%
for Governor.
Gender results were tabulated as well, but the votes
did not appear to reflect gender lines. According to the
poll, 57% of males supported
Courtney Charleston compared to 33% for Jonathan
Vasdeskas; 46 % of females
supported Charleston while
34% supported Vasdeskas.
Although polling data is
merely a sample and is never
one hundred percent reliable,
efforts were made to give as
representative of a sample as
possible.
If this poll is truly representative of this General
Assembly, voters are focusing
on the candidates’ presentation and communication abilities above school affiliation.

See exit poll results on
Page 4
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Attorneys have large, little-known role in Y&G
Dylan Woods
Springfield Williamsville

What do Y&G attorneys
do on Friday?
Most delegates have little knowledge as to the jobs
of the Y&G attorneys.
Nick Welch, a House legislator from Heritage Oswego,
said, “I think they would defend bills, but I’m not sure.”
William Robinson, a
page, also from Heritage Oswego, stated, “I would guess
that they would defend people in a mock trial.”
The confusion even extends to participants in the
justice area of the program.

Kurt Fowler, an attorney
from Springfield Williamsville,
exclaimed, “I’m an attorney,
and I don’t even know what
we do.
Agreeing with Fowler,
Anthony Ricciardi, an attorney from Elmhurst Lake Park,
stated, “It’s a long and confusing journey.”
The fact is the attorneys
are somewhat separated from
everyone else in Y&G. The
pages, lobbyists, and legislators all work together, but the
attorney and judges tend to
operate by themselves.
On Friday, the attorneys
begin their oral arguments,
and later in the day, they

Bill will allow death row
inmates to choose life by
making valuable donation
Jordan Durham
Christian County Taylorville

Hoping to save lives in
more ways than one, supporters from Indian Boundary Hinsdale Central want to
grant any felon convicted of
first degree murder and sentenced to death row a chance
to commute their sentence to
life in prison without parole,
but only on one condition.
HB-G-23 grants the
option of donating a kidney
or bone marrow to those in
need of a transplant in order
to commute their sentence.
Many candidates felt it is
a good idea and an interesting concept, especially given
the state of the death penalty
in Illinois.
“What really makes it
interesting is that Illinois has
a moratorium,” said Youth

Governor Cortney Charleston
from Heritage Neuqua Valley.
In order to accept this
offer, the convicted would
have to make the decision
within one year of their sentencing. Upon accepting the
agreement, the felon would
be obligated to receive a
doctor’s approval. According to the bill, a doctor must
determine that the inmate is
“healthy enough to undergo
this procedure” and that the
inmates’ organs are “healthy
enough to be transplanted.”
The House sponsor of
the bill, Adam Gross of Indian
Boundary Hinsdale Central,
admitted he was trying for a
contentious bill. “We wanted a controversial bill which
would be more interesting,”
continued on page 3
DONATION

state their opinion in the form
of a brief.
During those arguments,
the attorneys state their case
as to whether or not a particular defendant should receive
a new trial or not.
The details of the trial –
who the defendants are and
the various facts of the illegal
activity – are introduced and
clarified during PreLeg I and
II.
During the arguments
this weekend, the attorneys
either defend their request
for an appeal or they can argue for why the defendants
should not get a new appeal.
Bryan Medema, a candi-

date for Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, said, “Basically, we argue an appeal on
a mock trial, but we also defend precedents from actual
cases, such as, withheld evidence and whether that could
be grounds for an appeal.”
On Sunday, the attorneys participate in Judicial
Review, a process where the
attorneys and justices, who
actually are Y&G attorneys
role-playing as judges, determine the constitutionality of
passed legislation.
According to Medema,
“Judicial Review can be a
very important process, if it is
taken seriously.”

2008 Election Results
Governor

Cortney Charleston ....................................................448
Bryce Jones .......... ....................................................93
Jonathan Vasdeskas..................................................287

Lieutenant Governor

Dan Essig ............. ....................................................425
Byron Nelson ........ ....................................................390

Chief Justice

Bryan Medema ..........................................................574
Liyamol Thachi...... ....................................................221

Secretary of State

Dave Carney .............................................................201
Nathan Stringer ..... ....................................................608

Speaker of the House

Nora Doyle ...............................................................60
Wyatt Fertig.......... ....................................................205
David Hanley ............................................................137
Jessa Hawkins ....... ....................................................230
Mike Kelly .................................................................34

President of the Senate

Tom Cimino .......... ...................................................24
Gabe Cralley .............................................................143
Joseph Ginsburg .......................................................44
Jordee Justice ....... ....................................................122
Ajay Kumar ..............................................................108

Executive Director of the Lobbyists

Julianne Camacho.....................................................24
Aaron Trockman .... ....................................................69
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Schools seeing major shifts in lunch offerings
Jared Hayward
Springfield Williamsville

The institution of health
policies into public schools
has been a controversial topic
this year.
Two bills, HB-G-10 and
HB-O-09, dealing with these
policies are currently being
debated.
HB-O-09 comes from
the Network Stagg delegation
and deals with mandating
schools to offer a diet version
of foods and drinks if they are
available.
HB-G-10 comes out of
Network Homewood-Flossmoor and states that all public
schools should be required to
limit the amount of trans-fats
in their lunches to no more
than one gram per serving.
Both bills were instituted to encourage a healthier
lifestyle among Illinois high
school students.
This idea was well received by many delegates at
Y&G including Nora Doyle, a
legislator at Network Stagg
and a candidate for Speaker of the House, who said
“[HB-G-10 and HB-O-09] are
both very good ideas, but

Donation
continued from page 2

something we need to consider is the fact that giving a
high-schooler money for food
doesn’t necessarily mean
they will make the healthier
decision. It’s good to encourage and try, though.”
Illinois public schools
have been progressing down
a path to healthier lunches
for some time now. Many
delegates spoke of the newly
available healthy lunch choices.
One such delegate is
legislator Dan Allen of Network Carl Sandburg who said,
“Our school has definitely
been making more healthy
options available such as no
more pop. The difference has
really been showing in the
drinks, not the food as much.
We have new drinks like...
green tea.”
Ryan Miller, a legislator
from Heritage Oswego, reported the same thing at his
high school. “We’ve gotten rid
of soda machines all together,
or I should say ‘turned them
off’... and we have also cut
down on fats in our lunch
meals,” said Miller
In addition to offering
said Gross. “We would have
more to discuss, more angles
to go with.”
In the first committee
meeting on the bill, Gross
also discussed the cost prohibitive nature of the death
penalty, claiming that the cost
of execution trials are two to

The Observer, which is distributed free of charge
to Illinois YMCA Y&G participants, is published four
times annually. Please send letters to the editors to
the press room in the Holiday Inn Express. The advisors/editors reserve the right to edit the letters for
considerations of brevity, clarity, and tastefulness.

For lunch, schools have everything from cafeterias to buffets
similar to this one at the Holiday Inn Express. Most schools
are beginning to offer more healthy choices to students.
different choices, schools
across the state also run their
lunch programs differently.
From Jefferson County Mt.
Vernon,
Sergeant-at-Arms
Derek Burwell said, “We simply go through line and pay
in cash.”
Programs across the
state vary from the low-tech
technique mentioned above
to the high-tech methods of
Heritage Geneva where, “We
have an outside company
provide the lunches for us...
and the company also deals

with prisons, but that’s beside the point. We can either
pay in cash or use a thumb
scanner that remembers our
thumb prints and creates
an account,” stated Garrett
Lance, a page from Heritage
Geneva.
Although
different
methods are used across the
state, one thing is for sure.
Health reforms are on the rise
and students are all going to
see changes in the upcoming
years.

three times more than trials
which send prisoners to life in
prison.
In the end, Gross believes the bill could slow the
growing numbers of patients
waiting on the organ donation transplant list.
“Even though there are

only 13 people on death
row currently in Illinois,
there are over 2,000 people waiting to get an organ
transplant. The people on
death row could help alleviate a difficult situation,”
said Gross.
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Bill group moves to Elected officials react to victory
have Y&G Constitutional Convention
Samantha Pelc
Springfield Williamsville

Y&G has gone too long
without a Constitutional Convention, or so it seems.
There have been four
constitutional conventions in
Illinois alone, with the most
recent ratification occurring
in the mid 1970s.
A bill group from B.R.
Ryall Wheaton Warrenville
South proposed the idea of incorporating the Constitutional
Convention in the special
committee meetings during
the Y&G assembly weekend.
Senate Sponsor Mark
Schmidt said the purpose of
the special committee is to
listen to lobbyists who propose bills. However, there is
a substantial amount of free
time for the members, which
means that that time could be
spent teaching students how
to draft a constitution.
“The special committee
is run by the Lieutenant Governor and the lobbyists,” said
House Sponsor Jeff Geiger.
“We would allow any legislators interested to come to
[the constitutional convention]. The administration
would oversee the meeting
to make sure everything goes
by the rules.”
If the convention happens, it will be one of the only
processes that is not affected
by the Governor.
“The process of revising
the Constitution is interesting
because it doesn’t require the
governor’s signature,” said
Schmidt. “It just has to be
approved by both Houses.
Some Y&G delegates
opposed this bill because the

idea seemed too rushed and
uncoordinated.
“I don’t think this bill
will get through this year,”
said Jefferson County DuQuoin Senator Hilary Ruffing. “I’m not that concerned
about this bill, and it wasn’t
very specific.”
“The only problem I see
with this bill is that [the bill
sponsors] are trying to push
this through by Saturday,”
said Network Andrew lobbyist
Kaylee Barron. “[Rushing the
bill] is not giving every bill a
fair chance because [the bill
group] is [indicating] that the
bill needs first priority. Not
everyone is going to agree
that this bill deserves first priority.”
Some thought the bill
was a good idea and a way to
get students involved.
“Some kids aren’t old
enough to vote in the election, so the Constitutional
Convention is another way
to get students’ voices heard
on issues they feel strongly
about,” said Cody Stein, an
Elmhurst York legislator.
Some of the flaws that
the bill group saw in the Illinois Constitution include
the direct election of judges
instead of selection based
on merit. Another issue that
moved the bill group to hold
a Constitutional Convention
was the bromide positions
and offices of the treasurer
and the comptroller.
“The Illinois Constitution created the position of
the treasurer and comptroller,” said Schmidt. “Having a
consolatory position would
save taxpayers millions of
dollars.

Dan Essig—I’m having the time
of my life. I’ve been planning my
campaign since last year, and it’s
great to see my dreams come
true.
Nathan Stringer—I’m pretty
content right now… got myself a
man purse, so I’m excited.
Aaron Trockman— My goal is
to make the lobbyists’ life and
experience better and more fun.
Bryan Medema—I’m trying to
raise procedures for the judicial
branch. I also want to set the
precedent for the judicial branch
and make our jobs more known
to the delegates of Y&G.
Wyatt Fertig—This is my sec-

5

ond year as Speaker, and I want
to get the House through every
bill as fast as possible. Parliamentary procedure + fun.
Jessa Hawkins—Ecstatic! I’m
really looking forward to taking
office.
David Hanley—I can’t wait to
start serving.
Gabe Cralley—So ecstatic
right now. I was just sitting up
there scared out of my mind.
Jordee Justice—I’m really excited! But really nervous, but
still confident because I’ve been
preparing.
Ajay Kumar—Just shocked.

“english official
language” legislation hits Y&G
Jordan Durham
Christian County Taylorville

In pursuit of an official
language for the state of Illinois, supporters of HB-G-19
from B.R. Ryall Wheaton
Warrenville South propose
to make English the official
from of all documents issued
by the state and state-funded
organizations.
Many Y&G members
found themselves undecided
on the bill. “I haven’t made
up my mind how I feel on
this specific bill,” said Cortney
Charleston, Youth Governor
from Heritage Neuqua Valley.
“I do realize America is about
tradition and the blending
of different cultures, and I
also believe that students
would benefit from taking at
least one foreign language in
schools, as the United States
and other countries become
more connected to each other.”
According to the bill,
punishments for breaking the
law would vary by severity,
and a five-year grace period
would ease the transition after the bill is enacted. During
this time, translators would
be available free of charge to
local governments and state
agencies.

Lobbyist for the bill,
Nick Desideri of B.R. Ryall
Wheaton Warrenville South,
acknowledged that the bill
may have its detractors.
“Every law has setbacks,”
said Desideri, “but we’re not
pressing people to do what
they don’t want to do.”
Desideri also pointed
out other measures to ease
the transition for the bill,
such as offering introduction
to English classes at minimal prices and making those
classes eligible for state income tax deductions. “We
are primarily just looking to
streamline the process and
make things simpler,” said
Desideri.
Although the bill
carries a stiff punishment
for repeat offenders, up to
five years in prison and/or a
$250,000 fine, supporters of
the bill feel there will not be
much of a problem.
“If people worry there
will be a problem,” said Desideri, “there is research to
show there is an over-flow of
people trying to get into introduction to English classes.
There will be more people
picking up English as a second language once the bill
has been implemented.”
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Group wants to mandate comprehensive sex education
sex education in schools. If
this is the case, a signed permission slip can exempt the
student.”
Katie Stephens of Jefferson County DuQuoin, the
lobbyist for the bill, noted the
rising numbers of sexually
transmitted diseases.
“1 in 4 girls in the United
States have an STD and 59%
of Illinois schools are teaching abstinence only classes,”
said Stephens.
Bill sponsors believe
that a comprehensive approach and a dedicated effort
are needed in order to lower

the numbers. The bill calls
for a class the same length as
a regular health class.
Gross believes that including sex education into
regular health classes is not
enough. “[It is a possibility]
that it could be pushed into
a smaller section or not paid
enough attention to.”
Many delegates seemed
to praise the bill as addressing a life-and-death issue in
Illinois. As Stephens said,
“[This class] would potentially save lives in Illinois by
helping in the prevention of
deadly STDs.”

HB-O-02 is trying to
change the standing abstinence-only sex education in
public schools to a required
comprehensive sex education. I believe this is an extremely important and necessary change that should be
made immediately.
Many adults I know
stand behind the abstinenceonly teachings of public
schools. I know parents do
not want to realize or admit
that the times changing, but
they are.
Teens are starting to
experiment at an increasingly
young age, and they need
to be taught reality, not tradition. Adults may feel that
they are failing as parents
when their children begin to
have serious relationships

that may include sexual activ- educated choice in deciding
ities. Parents are not failing, whether or not to participate
in sexual activity.
times are just changing.
The knowlAbstinence
edge of STDs and
is a great policy,
consequences
but like I said beof sexual activfore, it is not reity could result in
ality. Adults need
a decrease in the
to stop worrying
number of sexually
about unneeded
active teens who
exposure to sex,
aren’t truly ready
contraceptives,
Victoria
for the responsiSTDs, and other
bilities stemming
Alexander
related topics.
By teaching
The Observer from sexual activities.
comprehensive
Editor
Teens going
sex education in
through puberty
high school and
naturally want to
later years of junior high, students will have a experiment, but without the
better awareness of the dan- exposure to proper contraceptives the results could be
gers of sex.
This information could devastating.
I once met a girl who
also help teens make an

was sixteen and had a two
year-old daughter. Although
most people made snap judgments and assumed she was
promiscuous, the opposite
was actually true. She experimented one time and ended
up pregnant at the age of
fourteen.
She was not taught
comprehensive sex education
in junior high. Instead, she
was taught abstinence-only.
By teaching what is truly going on in society today,
I believe that the statistics of
STDs and teen pregnancies
will decrease tremendously,
and parents will feel safer
about their children being in
relationships, knowing that
they have been taught the
reality of sexual activity and
its consequences.

ID bracelets
needed,
argues
group from
Sesser Valier

HB-O-19 is fighting for
the requirement of an identification bracelet to be worn
by teens from the ages of 12
to 18.
The identification bracelet will be state-mandated,
and there will be a fine and
community service requirement if the child does not
wear it at all times in public.
The fine would be twenty-five
dollars for the first offense,
and fifty dollars every time

thereafter. Community service would consist of fifteen
hours for the first offense and
twenty-five hours for subsequent violations.
Supporters of the bill
believe that the suggested
punishments would force
most teens to follow the law.
“I think the fine and
the community service hours
will be enough incentive for
children to always wear their
bracelet,” states House Spon-

sor Kyle Crocker, from Jefferson County Sesser Valier.
The bracelet is not required at home, just in public
vicinities. It is also waterproof, but not required in the
shower.
“You can take it off in
the shower if you want to... it
is stainless steel, so it’s good

Samantha Pelc
Springfield Williamsville

HB-O-02 began the
weekend with a strong start
thanks to unanimous support
from the three gubernatorial
candidates. The bill would
require comprehensive sex
education in all classrooms in
Illinois public high schools.
Although sex education
can be a somewhat controversial issue, many delegates
seemed to support the bill
because of its comprehensive
approach. “The class doesn’t
just talk about abstinence,”

said Zoe Gross of Jefferson County DuQuoin, House
Sponsor of the bill. “It also
informs [the students] about
the use of condoms and how
to prevent STD/STI’s and unintentional pregnancy.”
Gross went on to explain that the class would
be required for all incoming
freshmen, but there would
be a provision for parents or
guardians who objected to
the class. “Some [parents]
might want to talk to [their
children] themselves about
sex,” said Gross. “Also, some
religions might discourage

Editorial - Pass HB-O-02; it needs to be done

Victoria Alexander
Springfield Williamsville

continued on page 7
IDENTIFICATION
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Obama is the choice for Pres, say delegates
Barack Obama leads in informal Y&G poll
Marissa Collier
Springfield Williamsville

Y&G delegates are getting exited about the upcoming 2008 Presidential election
in November, but the Y&G
race is not as tight as the actual election.
Out of 55 delegates
polled, 27 delegates voted
for Barack Obama, 12 for Jon
McCain, 5 for Hillary Clinton,
and 10 were undecided.
Allie Herman, a page
from Heritage Neuqua Valley
supports Obama. “He seems
the most appealing to our
age,” she said.
Some others are looking
for more experience in a candidate. According to Senator
Mike Kane of Heritage Oswego, “being first lady gives
you lots of experience,” and
this experience is leading
Kane to vote for Clinton.
Although Clinton is the

first major female candidate
for President, the female vote
seems to be leaning towards
Barack Obama. Out of the
34 females polled, 18 support
Obama, while only 2 support
Clinton.
Delegates also tend to
vote Democratic.
Among
the delegates polled, only
13 supported the Republican
candidate while 32 supported
one of the Democrats. Despite the smaller contingent,
Mike Kelley, a representative
from Heritage Waubonise
Valley, will vote for John McCain. “I disagree too much
with Obama, and I hate Hillary,” he said.
At least one delegate
isn’t quite as sure on her
vote. Page Marie Adelman of
Elmhurst Lake Park is voting
for “that guy who starts with
an ‘M’.” We can only assume
that she will be voting for McCain.

identification
continued from page 6

quality and waterproof,” explained Crocker.
The bracelet will contain the child’s first and
middle initial, and their last
name. The bracelet would
also include other pertinent
information such as blood
type,
address,
parents’
names, home phone, and
social security number.
The bill also includes
specific colors stating the
relationship status of teens.
“At first, the point was
for us [to hand out bracelets
in committee and] to realize
who is single or taken [at
the Big Weekend],” admitted Crocker.
Crocker maintains that
the bill has evolved to serve
a much more important pur-

pose. “Our focus now is on
emergencies where blood
type, social security number,
or parents’ names are needed. It will hopefully help with
abductions and runaways.”
The relationship status
identification is intended to
boost the relationships between teens. “It’s a statistic
that one of three teens is in a
lasting relationship. We are
hoping to boost this number,”
exclaimed Crocker.
“I don’t see the problem
[of supporting relationships].
If someone finds their soul
mate early, it’s no problem,”
Crocker said.
The funding for the
bracelets will come from taxpayers. “I think the taxpayers will support this because
they will want to know where
their children are, and they
will feel safer with these
bracelets,” said Crocker.

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, the popular 80’s film starring Matthew
Broderick, can become the Illinois state movie if HB-O-22 is
passed into law.

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off,
Illinois’ state movie?
Samantha Pelc
Springfield Williamsville

based in Aurora, and it shows
more about Illinois rather
than just Chicago.”
Dan Allen, from Network
Carl Sandburg, disagrees.
He prefers Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off because “it is based
more in the city.”
Although it received
many laughs, Legally Blonde
2 did not receive any votes.
“[I would choose] any but Legally Blonde 2,” said Jonathan
Crane, a legislator from Jefferson County Elverado.
Although The Breakfast
Club did receive a few votes
because delegates thought
the film was funny, it did not
hold a majority.

A new bill this year,
HB-O-22, is raising many
eyebrows and causing a few
laughs. The bill proposes that
the movie Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off should become the official
state movie of Illinois.
The lobbyist paper written by Kaylee Barron of Network Andrew explains that
the movie took place in Chicago and its suburbs. She
even goes on to state that
“this [great state feeling] is
that Illinois and Chicago are
fun places to spend the day.”
In an informal poll, delegates were asked to choose
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
an official state film from
four choices: Ferris Buel- and Wayne’s World finished
ler’s Day Off, Wayne’s World, very close in the poll, but the
The Breakfast Club, and Le- delegates ultimately chose
gally Blonde 2. All four of the Wayne’s World.
According to Tara Admovies were either based or
ams, a page from Knox Counfilmed in Illinois.
The results of the poll ty Williamsfield, the choice
were far from unanimous. is due in part to the film’s
Emily Bergman, a legisla- universal appeal. “Wayne’s
tor from B.R. Ryall Wheaton World [is the best choice] beWarrenville South, believed cause it is funny and almost
“Wayne’s World [should be everyone in the state has
the state movie] because it is seen it.”
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House bill to
offer state
flags to every orphan
Nina Pesch
Springfield Williamsville

Many bills at Y&G are
repeats or updates of bills
from the past.
HB-B-18, however, is
perhaps the first of its kind.
A group from Network
Andrew is sponsoring a bill to
provide “every orphan in the
state of Illinois” with an Illinois state flag free of charge.
The funds for this new
charitable program would
come from tax deductible donations up to $250. The flags
would be targeted towards
a younger audience, somewhere in the second to sixthgrade range.
Many of the delegates
questioned why orphans
would want or need an Illinois state flag.
Michael Kocher, Senate
sponsor of this bill, said that
this is just something fun to
do to “help people at their
lowest.”
Also, this project would
serve some educational value.
The bill would require a note
detailing some state history
facts to be attached to each
four-by-six inch flag.
One delegate asked if
the sponsors believed that
flags could replace orphans’
parents.
Kocher answered that
he hoped the flags would
simply provide a sense that
“we care.”
Another concern that
came up was whether there
would be a better use of such
funds. If people can donate
money to flags for orphans,
why couldn’t the money go
to better education or living
quarters?
Several delegates believed that the money should
go towards a bank account.
Kocher and his fellow
bill sponsors hope that if this
measure passes, it would
start making a difference
“relatively quickly.”

The Observer

Same sex marriage
is being debated in
Blue House
Elena Holler
Springfield Williamsville

As the debate over the legalization of same-sex marriage
heats up in national politics, the
topic is also becoming a big issue
in Y&G.
HB-B-23, sponsored by the
group from B.R. Ryall Wheaton
Warrenville South, is calling for
a “legal union between any two
persons shall be recognized as a
legal marriage if both individuals
so wish.”
Molly Paris, co-sponsor
of this bill, believes that this is
a right guaranteed by the 1st
amendment.
When polled, the delegates
split down the middle - 49% in
favor of same-sex marriage and
51% against. The bill allows for
“religious institutions” to have
the right “to provide or deny
couples the privilege of marriage
ceremonies according to respective religious principles.”
Samantha Richey, co-sponsor of the bill, said, “We respect
the fact that some religions feel
that a same-sex marriage is a
‘sin.’ We also take into consideration the fact that we are trying
to separate church and state.”
Delegates still wonder,
though, where the line is drawn
between morality and legality on
this issue at the state level.
Prakriti Joshi, House Sponsor for this bill, said, “The government should not carry out the
prejudices and biases of a majority population, especially when
those prejudices are executed at
the expense of a minority. Morality is subjective; the inalienable
rights given to a person by the
Constitution are not.”
Along with the right to be
recognized as a married couple,
this bill also allows same-sex
couples the “same rights and
benefits entailed in a legal marriage” by a heterosexual couple.
Because of the “same
rights and benefits” clause, the
group also offered a penalty
for any person “found guilty of
intentionally obstructing the legal procedure of marriage on
the basis of sexual orientation”.
Violators will be fined $5000 for
the first violation, and an additional $5000 will be charged for
each additional violation. The bill
group stated that this bill will be
enforced by all law enforcement
agencies.
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network eisenhower group
wants to legalize prostitution
Marissa Collier
Springfield Williamsville

A group from Network
Eisenhower is trying to make
prostitution safer by legalizing
and regulating the practice in
Illinois.
HB-G-24 requires all
prostitutes in the state of Illinois to be licensed and regulated.
Under the provisions of
the bill, women would have
to meet certain criteria such
as age restrictions and citizenship requirements as well
as pass a medical exam in order to receive a prostitution
license.
Alex Tobias of Network
Eisenhower was inspired to
write the bill while driving to
school one day.
“I saw a prostitute, and
I thought what an unsafe
environment she was in and
how it needed to change,”

said Tobias
Tobias chose to model
his bill after laws in Nevada,
the only state in the union
that currently allows legalized
prostitution. Tobias said he
“tried to model the bill after
[Nevada] but modify it for the
needs of Illinois.”
Senate Sponsor Lauren
Vance of Network Eisenhower
has faith that the bill can effect positive change within
the state. “There is a stigma
against it,” Vance said, “but
we are just trying to help
those women.”
Some opponents of the
bill believe this would encourage an increase in prostitution, but the bill brief states
that “the bill is not meant to
make prostitution a career,
but instead to make sure that
those who have no other option are not left by the wayside.”

Bill to legalize public nudity
Dylan Woods
Springfield Williamsville

Nudity.
Now that you are reading, you may be interested to
know that a bill regarding the
legalization of public nudity is
actually under consideration
during this general assembly.
HB-G-25 allows public nudity
as long as there is no sexual
conduct involved.
Those who violate the
bill’s standards for proper
conduct will be fined $250.
Second time offenders will
forfeit their right to public nudity
The bill has drawn
laughs from some delegates,
and even the bill’s author admits that humor was part of
the original intent. “It started as a joke bill, but then
it got serious,” said Aimee
Karrstens, a representative
from Network Carl Sandburg
and the author of the bill.

Despite the humorous
side, the bill was very controversial in the committee, taking up the maximum amount
of debate time in the Friday
afternoon session.
An opponent of the bill,
Nicole Stawiarki, a legislator
from Heritage Naperville Central, stated, “People should
not have to see their parents
and grandparents naked.”
Despite the controversy,
the bill also has many supporters.
Zach Mierzejewski, an
attorney from Springfield
Williamsville, is in favor of
the bill, but he thinks there
should be an age minimum.
“It would be bad to have a
sexual predator following
around a twelve year old.”
Mierzejweski is also
concerned with the attractiveness of those who partake in public nudity. “Only
hot people should be allowed
to be nude.”

